Starting from the Hubbard model with the repulsive Coulomb interaction and imperfectly nested Fermi surfaces we calculate the total, i.e. spin and charge density wave, 2kF-susceptibility above the critical temperature, taking into account both, orbital and spin coupling of electrons to the external magnetic field H. The influence of the magnetic field on the collective modes, and in particular the emerging splitting of degeneracies present in the isotropic case (H = O), are also discussed.
Introduction
The external magnetic field H influences the spin density wave (SDW) order through the orbital and Pauli coupling. The orbital coupling may lead to the field induced stabilization of SDW [l -31, or to the increase of critical temperature in systems with SDW already existing at H = 0 [4] . Furthermore, this mechanism also causes the decrease of the transverse correlation lengths (even if the nesting is perfect) [5] and the angular resonances of Lebed's [6] type whenever the magnetic lengths in the two transverse directions are commensurate [7, 8] . These effects were mostly observed in SDW Bechgaard salts, although the orbital mechanism does not distinguish SDW from charge density wave (CDW) systems. More precisely, it does not lift the orientational degeneracy of spin in the perfect SDW order without internal spin anisotropies. This is however not the case with the Pauli coupling which introduces the Zeeman splitting in the electronic spin orientations. At first, it favors the spin orientation of SDW in the plane perpendicular to H [9] , so that the SDW order takes place in this plane whenever the external field is stronger than the internal spin flop field. This has immediate consequences on six SDW collective modes. Within the mean-field approximation and in the isotropic (H = 0) case they are degenerate above the critical temperature T,. At T < Tc three of them acquire gaps, while another three are acoustic Goldstone modes representing two spin wave and one phason branches. The finite H at T > Tc shifts two of six modes upwards. Below Tc the spin wave mode representing the fluctuations of the spin component perpendicular to the easy plane acquires a gap proportional to the magnetic field. In this work we analyse these effects quantitatively by calculating the RPA susceptibility at T > T, and the corresponding lowest order harmonic term in the Landau free energy.
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R P A Susceptibility
In the discussion of all collective modes it is necessary to take into account that the SDW is a complex three-dimensional vector. Its three components are where a; are Pauli matrices and IE' is the four-component fermion field with the first index denoting two sheets of the quasi-one-dimensional Fermi surface. Furthermore, the Zeernan spitting causes the mixing of the SD-W component parallel to H (chosen to be M3) and the CDW amplitude 0 I
The full 2kF -susceptibility above T, is thus represented by the 4 x 4 matrix with the components ). Comparing l/xL and 1iX!! , it comes out that, irrespectively of the value of H, the absolute minimum of at q = 0 is at all temperatures higher than the absolute minimum of 1iX! (which can be at a finite value of q for pgH 2 0.34. 2xTc). The mean-field critical temperature is therefore not affected by the Zeernan splitting.
Collective Modes
Let us consider the simplest case of the perfect one-dimensional nesting (all ta's equal to zero). The long-wavelength propagator of the two degenerate modes from X ! is then given by the expansion II The corresponding ratio (i1(h)/t:. he insert represents the dependence of (v~/4.lrT,)n on h.
